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Caveats
• My experiences are from my reality
• I made an effort to make things a bit more general

• Some important topics are missing
• E.g., Tenure

About me
• University of Lisbon, Faculty of Sciences (since 2007)
• 12 years as professor

• Past:

• Visiting professor ECE CMU (2010)
• Visiting researcher MSR Cambridge (2014)
• Post-doc researcher at LaSIGE FCUL (2006-2007)

• Education

• BSc in Computer Science (UEM, 2001)
• MSc in Electrical Engineering (UFSC 2002)
• PhD in Electrical Engineering (UFSC 2006)

• Research topics

• Distributed Systems
• Dependable and Secure Computing

Academia

Academia
• Highly competitive
environment
• Publishing
• Funding
• Impact

• Researchers are highcompetition athletes

The main activities of a professor
• Lectures
• Management
• Research

Lectures
• Number of teaching hours varies a lot
• 4-12 hours of lectures per week

• Hours/week is not everything

• Your familiarity with the course
• Type of the course (undergrad or grad)
• Number of students

If you don’t like to teach
others, why be a professor?

• Teaching is hard only if you don’t like it

• But grading students is always a pain (at least for me)

• One of the most gratifying aspects of our job

Management
• The many faces of management
• Management of your grants (budget)
• Management of your team
• Academic management
• From lab director to the university head

• As time passes, you get more and more involved in management
• You cannot say “NO” to everything
• If good people don’t take leadership positions, they’ll be taken by others
• Some academics really become managers with time

Research

WRITING GRANT
PROPOSALS

ADVISING PHD AND
MSC STUDENTS

WRITING PAPERS

Research – Grant Proposals
• You must have money to do research
• According to some, this is the main job of a (research) professor
• I disagree!
•
•
•
•

You don’t need a lot of money to do research in CS&E
Most money comes with strings attached
You can make only a limited number of bets
Find projects you really care about, not the ones you find interesting

•You most important resource is TIME

Research – Grant Proposals
Sometimes, grant proposals get funded J

Research – Advising
• By far (in my opinion), the hardest
and most rewarding part of the job
• Hiring good students is difficulty
•
•
•
•
•

Your students are not you
Every student is different
Students are not machines
Sometimes it simply doesn’t work
But when it works, it’s a BLAST!

Your students are your legacy
David Patterson, Berkeley

https://cacm.acm.org/magazines/2009/3/21780your-students-are-your-legacy
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ing Papers
• Write the paper

• i.e., the professor is “the champion of the paper”

Tenure-track
professors

• Significantly help in writing a paper
• Significantly edit the paper
• Contribute to some of the research

• Contribute to a paper

• Giving directions and ideas
• Advising the team working on the research

Full professors

• An accepted paper?

What is a
successful
paper?
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• A well-cited paper?

Paulo Veríssimo
Univ. Luxembourg

You should not write
write-only papers!

From Byzantine Consensus to BFT State Machine Replication:
A Latency-Optimal Transformation
João Sousa and Alysson Bessani
University of Lisbon, Faculty of Sciences, LaSIGE
Lisbon, Portugal

A Case Study: BFT-SMaRt

Abstract—We present a new algorithm for state machine
replication that is built around a leader-driven consensus
primitive. This algorithm requires only two additional communication steps between replicas and clients if the consensus
leader is correct and the system is synchronous, being thus the
first latency-optimal transformation from Byzantine consensus
to BFT state machine replication. We also discuss how to make
simple modifications to leader-driven consensus algorithms in
order to make them compatible with our transformation.

• A feature-complete CFT/BFT replication
library written in Java
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tolerance;
state machine replica• 2005 – “we needKeywords-Byzantine
BFT in Java,faultand
it should
tion; consensus; modularization.
be modular”
I. I NTRODUCTION
• 2009 – UpRight was
published
[SOSP’09]
Replication is a fundamental
technique for implementing
dependable
services
that
are
able
to ensure integrity and
and the performance was terrible. We
availability despite the occurrence of faults and intrusions.
decided to make
StateBFT-SMaRt
Machine Replication (SMR) [18], [26] is a popular
replication method that enables a set of replicas (state
• 2011 – Formalized
theto SMR
protocol
machines)
execute the
same sequence of operations for a
service even if a fraction of the them are faulty.
• 2012 – Crash recovery
andrequirement
state oftransfer
A fundamental
SMR is to make all clientissued requests to be totally ordered across replicas. Such
• 2013 – Wrote the
paper
about
BFT-SMaRt
requirement
demands
the implementation
of a total order
broadcast protocol, which is known to be equivalent the
• After that – system
continued to be
consensus problem [9], [16], [23]. Therefore, a solution to
maintained the consensus problem is in the core of any distributed SMR

protocol.
In the last decade, many practical SMR protocols for the
Byzantine fault model were published (e.g., [2], [7], [10],
[17], [27], [28]). However, despite their efficiency, such
protocols are monolithic: they do not separate clearly the
consensus primitive from the remaining protocol.
From a theoretical point of view, many Byzantine faulttolerant (BFT) total order broadcast protocols (the main
component of a BFT SMR implementation) were built using
black-box Byzantine consensus primitives (e.g., [6], [9],
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Figure 1. Modular BFT state machine replication message pattern for
a protocol that uses reliable broadcast and a consensus primitives. This
protocol is adapted from [23], when tolerating a single fault.

Mod-SMaRt
[EDCC’12]
client
requests among replicas, ensuring they will be eventu- DSN’14
ally
proposed (and decided) in some consensus instance that
Dura-SMaRt
defines the order of messages to be executed. As illustrated
[ATC’13]
in Figure
1, the usual BFT reliable broadcast requires three
communication steps [4].
It is known that optimally resilient Byzantine consensus
protocols cannot safely decide a value in two or less communication steps [13], [22]. This means that latency-optimal
protocols for BFT SMR that use only 3f + 1 replicas to
tolerate f Byzantine faults (e.g., PBFT [7]) requires at least
three communication steps for the consensus plus two extra
steps to receive the request from the client and send a reply1 .
By the other hand, the protocol of Figure 1 requires at least
six communication steps to totally order a message in the
best-case, plus one more to send a reply to the client, making
a total of seven steps.
Considering this gap, in this paper we investigate the
following question: Is it possible to obtain a BFT state
machine replication protocol with an optimal number of
communications steps (similar to PBFT), while explicitly

A Case Study: BFT-SMaRt
Applications
[TDSC’18, DSN’18, …]
Weighted
Replication
[SRDS’15,19]

Durability
[ATC’13]

BFT-SMaRt

Diversity
[Middleware’19]

Elasticity
[TPDS’17]
Blockchain
[DSN’18]

Confidentiality
(to be submitted)

A Case Study: BFT-SMaRt
• Why we decided to invest in a project like that in 2009?

• It was clear it would be expensive and not very “publishable”

• Some of the reasons at the time:
•
•
•
•

A BFT library will enable cool demos of intr. tolerant services in EU project
It is very hard to do this, so there’ll be little (serious) competition
If you build it, they’ll come
We can do research around it

• What we never predicted? Blockchains

serendipity

Another Case Study: from DepSky to Vawlt
• 2009: “Is it possible to use a set of cloud storage providers instead of a
set of servers to implement a BFT register emulation?“
DepSky: Dependable Cloud-of-Clouds Object Storage
[EuroSys’11, ACM Trans. on Storage 2013]

Availability, Integrity and Confidentiality
despite the failure of up to f clouds

Another Case Study: from DepSky to Vawlt
• 2011: “DepSky is just library, it will be cool to have a cloud-of-clouds
file system”
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Another Case Study: from DepSky to Vawlt
• 2013: “SCFS requires a coordination service, can we make a cloudbacked file system without having any VM on the cloud?”
Charon
[IEEE TC’19]
+ big data storage and sharing
+ multiple storage locations
+ serverless design
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Another Case Study: from DepSky to Vawlt
D3.4 - Consolidated data management results and technology

• 2015: “What’s next? Can we help the user find and manage the
multiple clouds it needs?”

Janus
(unpublished 2017)

Figure 4.1: Janus platform architecture.

files into blocks (16MB by default) and then compresses each one of them. After that, each block is

Another Case Study: from DepSky to Vawlt
• Two bright students worked with me on SCFS, Charon, and Janus
• I tried to convince them to do a PhD but failed
• I convinced them to try our chances on a business ideas competition
• Got 2nd places in two local competitions (2015, 2016)

• Started working with two potential investors
• 2016-17: shark tank investors… wanted too much equity
• 2017-18: another group… not a good fit

• Pitched the project to many investors, no one said no

Another Case Study: from DepSky to Vawlt
• 2018: “Can we really make it a product?”

• https://vawlt.io
• Company formally
created in 2018
• After a long process,
we got a pre-seed
investment of €0,5M
at Spring of 2019

Volume management
Users management
Billing and invoicing processes

From Systems Research to a Startup
• Making a product is much harder than making a good demonstrator
• Getting investment is hard
• Getting investment for deep tech is harder
• Getting investment for deep tech without sales is even harder
• Good investors invest in teams more than in technology!
• Don’t be a jerk, listen to others, know what you don’t known
• Add someone that know about business to the team

• If I had to do that again…

• I would look first for a potential client and solve a problem it cares about
• Only after that I would try to go to investors

You can’t control the impact of your research
• Some papers I’m very proud of but that are less impactful
• Tobias Distler, Christopher Bahn, Alysson Bessani, Frank Fischer, Flavio
Junqueira. Extensible Distributed Coordination. ACM EuroSys'15. France.
April 2015.
• Joel Alcântara, Tiago Oliveira, Alysson Bessani. Ginja: One-dollar Cloud-based
Disaster Recovery for Databases. ACM/IFIP/USENIX Middleware’17.
December 2017.
• Ricardo Mendes, Tiago Oliveira, Vinicius Cogo, Nuno Neves, Alysson Bessani.
Charon: A Secure Cloud-of-Clouds System for Storing and Sharing Big Data.
IEEE Trans. on Cloud Computing. Accepted in May 2019.

Conclusion: The Jobs of a Professor
• Scientist (this is what you should learn during your PhD)
• Lecturer
• Manager
• Entrepreneur
• Mentor
• Editor
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Advices much better than mine
• David Patterson – “How to have a bad career”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rn1w4MRHIhc

• Randy Pausch – “The last lecture”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ji5_MqicxSo

Thank you!
• Alysson Bessani

• anbessani@fc.ul.pt
• www.di.fc.ul.pt/~bessani

